29 July 2020

Mina do Barroso Lithium Project Update
New Project Video Released
Savannah is pleased to announce that it has released a new video in relation to its Mina do Barroso
Lithium Project in Portugal (“Mina do Barroso” or the “Project”). The video can be viewed online at
the following locations:
•
•
•
•

On Savannah’s website at http://www.savannahresources.com/assets/mina-do-barroso/ or
http://www.savannahresources.com/investor-relations/media-and-webcasts/
On Youtube at https://youtu.be/g_brAEkj1rI
On LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/savannah-resources-plc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mina-do-barroso/
On Twitter at https://twitter.com/SavannahRes

David Archer, Savannah's Chief Executive Officer said, "We are delighted to present our new video
on Mina do Barroso. We hope that it gives all our stakeholders a clear vision of the Project and the
far-reaching potential benefits it could bring for the local area and Portugal as a whole. It also
underlines Savannah’s firm commitment to develop and operate the Project in a sustainable and
responsible way, employing industry best practice to minimise its environmental impact and
maximise the Project’s long-term value creation for all our stakeholders. Portugal’s Government has
identified that the country’s lithium endowment presents the nation with the opportunity to become
a prominent player in Europe’s expanding lithium ion battery industry and make a significant
contribution to tackling climate change. We believe Mina do Barroso is a key part of Portugal’s lithium
opportunity.”
“We recently published the key findings and recommendations from a report prepared by Professors
Cerejeira and Carballo-Cruz from the University of Minho regarding the Project’s potential economic
and social benefits (the “Report”) (27 July 2020 RNS: Mina do Barroso Lithium Project Socio Economic
Impact Report). The video reiterates many of the themes highlighted in the Report. These include the
hundreds of direct and indirect jobs that the Project will create, the significant new source of demand
the Project will represent for other businesses, and the prosperity it can bring to this part of northern
Portugal to help with its economic and social rejuvenation.”
**ENDS**
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About Savannah
Savannah is a diversified resources group (AIM: SAV) with a portfolio of energy metals projects lithium in Portugal and copper in Oman - together with the world-class Mutamba Heavy Mineral
Sands Project in Mozambique, which is being developed in a consortium with the global major Rio
Tinto. The Board is committed to serving the interests of its shareholders and to delivering outcomes
that will improve the lives of the communities we work with and our staff.
The Company is listed and regulated on AIM and the Company’s ordinary shares are also available on
the Quotation Board of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FWB) under the symbol FWB: SAV, and the
Börse Stuttgart (SWB) under the ticker “SAV”.
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